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Abstract. In this paper we study a system consisting of two parallel servers with different 
service rates. Jobs arrive according to a Poisson stream and generate an exponentially dis
ttibuted workload. On arrival a job joins the shortest queue and in case both queues have 
equal lengths. be joins the first queue with probability q and the second one with probabil
ity 1 - q. where q is an arbitrary number between 0 and 1. In a previous paper we showed 
that for the symmetric problem, that is for equal service rates and q = Ih, the equilibrium 
distribution of the lengths of the two queues can be represented by an infinite sum of pro
duct form solutions by using an elementary compensation procedure. The main purpose of 
this paper is to prove this product form result for the asymmetric problem by using a gen
eralization of the compensation procedure. In a companion paper we show that the product 
form representation leads to a numerically highly attractive algorithm. 

Keywords: difference equation, product form, queues in parallel. stationary queue length 
distribution, shortest queue problem. 

Introduction 

Consider a queueing system consisting of two parallel servers with different service rates. 

Jobs anive according to a Poisson stream and generate an exponentially distributed workload. 

On anival a job joins the shortest queue and in case both queues have equal lengths. he joins the 

first queue with probability 1 - q and the second one with probability q. where q is an arbitrary 

number between 0 and 1. This problem is known as the asymmetric shortest queue problem. 

that is, the asymmetric variant of the symmetric problem with identical servers and routing pro

bability q = lh. Haight [71 originally introduced the problem. Kingman [9] and Flatto and 
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McKean [4] treated the symmetric problem by using a generating function analysis. They 
showed that the generating function for the equilibrium distribution of the lengths of the two 
queues is a meromorphic function. Then by the decomposition of the generating function into 
partial fractions. it follows that the equilibrium probabilities can be represented by an infinite 
sum of product form solutions. However, the decomposition leads to cumbersome formulae for 
the equilibrium probabilities and the method does not seem to be generalizable to the asym
metric problem. So far no useful theoretical results for the asymmetric problem are available in 
the literature. 

In a previous paper [1] we showed that for the symmetric shortest queue problem, the 
equilibrium distribution of the lengths of the two queues can be found in an elementary way 
directly from the equilibrium equations. The key idea was a compensation procedure: the queue 
length distribution could be represented by an infinite sum of product form solutions, which was 
generated tenn by tenn. such that each tenn compensates the error, introduced by its preceding 
tenn, on one of the boundaries of the state space. In [2] we showed that this compensation pro
cedure could be easily extended to the "simple" asymmetric shortest queue problem. By "sim
ple" we mean a system with identical servers and routing probability q ;t Ih. The purpose of 
this paper is to generalize the compensation procedure to the "hard" asymmetric problem in 
which the service rates are different as well. This generalization is not straightforward. For the 
symmetric problem we had to construct a solution of the equilibrium equations on essentially 
one region. For the asymmetric problem we distinguish between two different regions and the 
basic problem for the construction of the solutions on both regions, is how to compensate the 
errors introduced by both solutions on the common boundary of the two regions. Only for the 
simple asymmetric case this problem can be solved easily, because in that case the equilibrium 
equations in the interior of these two regions are still a mirror image of each other. 

The main result is that, also for the hard asymmetric problem, the equilibrium distribution 
of the lengths of both queues can be exactly represented by an infinite sum of product fonn 
solutions. Because of the interaction of the solutions on both regions, this sum does not have a 
simple linear structure (as in the symmetric case). but a binary tree structure. Further, the com
pensation procedure yields nice recurrence relations for the successive terms in the infinite sum 
and we show that the terms decrease exponentially fast 

As we already mentioned, so far a theoretical study of the asymmetric shortest queue 
problem is lacking. but also useful numerical studies of this model are scarce in the literature. 
Grassmann [6] performed a numerical study of the steady state as well as the transient 
behaviour of the asymmetric system. but to restrict the state space he treated both queues as 
bounded. Treating one queue as bounded, Rao and Posner [10] showed that the equilibrium dis
tribution can be expressed in a modified matrix-geometric form and they developed an efficient 
computational procedure. Hooghiemstra. Keane and Van de Ree [8] proposed a power series 
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method to calculate the stationary queue length distribution for fairly general multidimensional 

exponential queueing systems. Although the power series method works numerically satisfac

tory for the shortest queue problem, see e.g. Blanc [3], the theoretical basis for the application 

to this problem is still incomplete. A common disadvantage of these numerical approximations 

is that in general no bounds can be given for the error of the numerical results. 

In a companion paper (part II) we will treat the numerical benefits of the product form 

structure. Due to the recurrence relations, the successive terms of the infinite sum of product 

form solutions can be easily calculated and the convergence of this infinite sum is exponentially 

fast. In part II we will derive bounds for the error of each partial sum. Based on these properties 

a numerically highly attractive algorithm is obtained. 

The present paper is organized as follows. In section 1 we will present the equilibrium 

equations. Then, in the next section, we will derive the main result, which states that the equili

brium probabilities can be represented by an infinite sum of product form solutions. In the fol

lowing three sections we complete the proof of the main result, particularly treating the conver

gence of the infinite sum of product form solutions. A summary of the results and some conclu

sions can be found in the final section. 

1. Equilibrium equations 

For simplicity of notation we suppose that the seNers have service rates 11 and 'Y2 respec

tively with 11 > 0, 'Y2 > 0 and 11 + 'Y2 = 2, the Poisson arrival process has a rate 2p with 

o < p < 1 and on arrival each job generates an exponentially distributed woIkload with unit 

mean. The parameter q denotes the probability that an arriving job is sent to the second queue in 

case both queues have equal lengths. The parallel queue system can be represented by a con

tinuous time Markov process, with a state space consisting of the pairs (m, n), m, n = 0, 1, ... 

where m and n are the lengths of the two queues. The transition rates are illustrated in figure 1. 

Let {Pm,II} denote the equilibrium distribution of the lengths of the two queues. The 

equilibrium equations become for all n > m 

Pm,1I 2(p + 1) = Pm-I,n 2p + Pm,HI 12 + Pm+l,n 11 

Pm,m+l 2 (p + 1) = Pm-l,m+l 2p + Pm,m+2 'Y2 + Pm+l,m+l 11 + Pm,m 2qp 

PO,II (2p + 'Y2) = PO,HI 12 + P Itn 11 

PO,I (2p + 'Y2) = PO.2 'Y2 + P 1,1 11 + Po,O 2qp 

and for all n < m. 

i/m>O,n>m+l 

i/m>O 

i/n>l 
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Figure 1: (m. n) transition rate diagram 

Pm.1/. 2(p + 1) = Pm,1I.-1 2p + Pm+l.1I. 11 + Pm.n.+1 12 ifn > O. m > n+l 

PII+l.1t 2 (p + 1) = P1/.+1.1I.-l 2p + Pn.+2,1I. 11 + PI'I+I,II+l 12 + Pit, It 2(1- q)p if n > 0 

Pm,O (2p + 11) = Pm+l,O 11 + Pm, 1 12 ifm> 1 

P I,O(2P + 11) = PZ.O 11 + P 1,1 12 + Po.a 2(1- q)p 

and on the diagonal, 

Pm,m 2(P + 1) = Pm-I,m 2p + Pm,m+l 12 + Pm.m-l 2p + Pm+l.m 11 ifm> 0 

PO,a 2p=PO,l 12 +Pl,O 11 

For the symmetric problem. that is 11 = 12 = 1 and q = lh, we have Pm,1I. = P1I,m' Hence, for this 
special case the analysis can be restricted to the upper triangle say and in [1] we proved that the 
equilibrium probabilities Pm,lI can be represented by an infinite sum of product form solutions. 
That is, there exist parameters ~i and 0i and coefficients Ci such that for all n > m 

"" 
Pm,1t = P1I,m = !, Ci ~r TIT . 

i=O 

For the asymmetric problem we can't restrict the analysis to the upper triangle, but we have to 
construct a solution on the lower triangle as well, such that both solutions interact on the diago
nal. In view of the product form results for the symmetric problem, we expect that there exist 

parameters ~it 0i. Tli and ~ and coefficients Ci and di such that for all n > m 
00 

Pm,1I. = !, Ci ~r Tl7 
i=O 

and for all m > n 
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00 

Pm,n = L d j era ~7 . 
;=0 

The main purpose of this paper is to prove these product form representations. As for the sym
metric problem, we apply a coordinate transformation in the upper triangle as well as in the 
lower triangle. In the upper triangle n ~ m we apply the transformation s = m and r = n - m and 
in the lower triangle m ~ n the transformation 8 = n and r = m - n. Then both upper and lower 
triangle in the (m, n) plane are transformed into the first quadrant of the (s, r) plane. In figure 2 
we display the transformation of the transition diagram in the upper triangle n ~ m to the (8, r) 
plane. An intuitive reason to work with these coordinates is that the solutions in the upper and 
lower triangle behave similar in the s-direction (that is, in the direction of the diagonal). 

n 

12 

2p 11 2p 

~ 

2qp 
~------------------~ m 

Figure 2a: (m, n) transition rate diagram 

Define for all s ~ 0 and r ~ 0 the probabilities 

Qs,r = Ps,s+r , 

qs,r = Ps+r,s . 

r 

2p 
'Yz 

2qp 

~
l 

2p 
'Yz 

':II 2qp 
~------------~~--~ s 

Figure 2b: (s, r) transition rate diagram 

Hence Qs,r lives in the upper triangle and qs,r in the lower triangle. By definition Qs,o = qs, o. 
From now on we make the convention that any upper case solution lives in the upper triangle 
and any lower case solution lives in the lower triangle. For convenience we give the set of 
equilibrium equations in the new coordinates 8 and r. The set of equations for the probabilities 
Pm,1t in the upper triangle n > m is transformed into the following set of equations for the proba

bilities Qs,r' 

Qs,r 2(p + 1) = ~-I,r+l 2p + Qs.r+l 12 + Qs+l.r-l 11 

Qs.l 2(p + 1) = ~-1.2 2p + Qs.2 'Yz + Qs+l.0 11 + Qs.o 2qp 

QO.r (21' + 'Yz) = QO.r+l 12 + Q l.r-l 11 

ifs>O,r> 1 (1) 

if8> 0 (2) 

ifr> 1 (3) 
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Qo,} (2p + 1z) = Qo,z 12 + Q 1,011 + Qo,o 2qp (4) 

and the set of equations in the lower triangle m > n is transfonned into the following set of 

equations for the probabilities qs,ro 

qs.r 2(P + 1) = qs-i,r+l 2p + qs,r+l 11 + qs+l,r-I 12 

qs,1 2(P + 1) = qs-l,2 2p + qs,2 11 + qs+l,O 12 + qs,o 2(1- q)p 

qO,r (2p+11)=qO,r+l 11 +ql,r-l 12 

qO,1 (2p + 11) = qO.2 11 + ql,O 12 + qo,o 2(1- q)p 

The equations on the diagonal become 

Qs,o 2(p + 1) = Qs-l,l 2p + Qs,l 12 + qs-l,l 2p + qs, 1 11 

Qo,o 2p = QO,I 12 + qO,1 11 

ifs>O,r> 1 (5) 

ifs>O (6) 

ifr> 1 (7) 

(8) 

ifs> 0 (9) 

(10) 

We will try to prove that there exist parameters Ooj, ~j and OJ and coefficients Cj and dj such that 

for all s ~ 0, r ~ I, 

and 

00 

Qs,r = L Cj af "1 
i=O 

00 

qs,r = L dj a1 ;, . 
i=O 

Oearly the fonns for Pm,n' Qs.r and qs,r are equivalent, with ai = ti lli = 6j ;j, The fonns for 

Qs,r and qs,r express that the behaviour of both solutions in the s direction is similar, because 

they use the same basis of a factors, but the behaviour in the r direction differs essentially. 

Throughout the analysis we will use the trivial, but vital property that the equations, on which 

the analysis is based, are linear, i.e. if two functions satisfy an equation, then any linear combi

nation also satisfies the equation. 

2. Derivation of the main result 

The objective in this section is to study the structure of the equilibrium probabilities. In 

particular we will investigate whether the equilibrium probabilities have some kind of separable 

structure. Let us start to forget about the equations in the comer of the state space, that is in 

(0,0) and (0, 1). At the end of this section we pay attention to these equations. Inserting the 

equations on the line r = 0 we can eliminate the probabilities Qs, 0 = qs,o in the equations on the 

line r = 1. Then we obtain the following set of equations for the probabilities Qs,r> 
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Qs,r 2(p + 1) = Qs-1,r+1 2p + Qs,r+I 12 + Qs+1,r-1 11 

Qs, 1 2(p + 1) = as-l,2 2p + Qs,2 12 + 

+ (Q.r, 1 2p + Qs+1, 1 12 + qs, 1 2p + qs+I,I 11) 2(p + 1) 

2qp 
+ (as-l,l 2p + Qs, I 12 + qs-l,1 2p + qa, I 11) 2(p + 1) 

QQ,r (2p+12)=QO,r+l 12 +QI,r-1 11 

and for the probabilities qs,r' 

qs,r 2(p + 1) = qs-I,r+l 2p + qs,r+l 11 + qs+1,r-l 12 

qs,l 2(p + 1) = qs-I,2 2p + qs. 2 11 + 

+ «h.l 2p + Qs+l,l 12 + qa, I 2p + qa+I,1 11) 2(P + 1) 

2(1-q)p 
+ (Qs-I,l 2p + Qa,1 12 + qs-I,1 2p + qa, 1 11) 2(P + 1) 

qO,r (2p + 11) = qO,,+l 11 + ql,r-l 12 

ifs>O,r> 1 (1) 

ifs>O (11) 

ifr> 1 (3) 

if s > 0, r > 1 (5) 

ifs> 0 (12) 

ifr> 1 (7) 

This set of equations is the basis for the analysis of the probabilities Qa,r and qs." s ~ 0, r ~ 1. 

The equations on the line r = 0 can be used as definition for the probabilities as. 0. Obviously. 

the above set of equations does not allow a separable solution of the form Qs" = f1! W and 

qs,r = f1! 0'. However, numerical experiments suggest that there exist a, (i and 0 such that for 

some constants K and L, 

Qs" - K f1! (i' 

qs" - L f1! 0' 

(13) 

as s -; 00 and r ~ 1. These asymptotic formulas again illustrate that the behaviour of Qa" and 

qs,r is similar in the s direction, but different in the r direction. In figure 3 we illustrated the 

asymptotic behaviour for the special case p = 0.5, 11 = 0.7 and q = 0.4. The probabilities Qs" 

and qs,r were computed by solving afinite capacity shortest queue system exactly, i.e. by means 

of a Marlcov chain analysis. In the example we computed the equilibrium distribution for a sys

tem where each queue has a maximal capacity of 15 jobs, which approximates well the infinite 

capacity system in case p=O.5, 11 =0.7 and q =0.4. In figure 3a we displayed the ratios of 

Qa" in the s direction. In figure 3b the same is done for qs,r' This yields, at least for large s, the 

parameter a. In figure 3c and 3d we displayed the ratios of Qs,r and qa" in the r direction, 

yielding the parameters (i and o. 
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i 6 0.209 0.245 0.250 0.250 0.250 0.250 i 6 0.171 0.223 0.243 0.248 0.250 0.250 

r 5 0.209 0.245 0.250 0.250 0.250 0.250 r 5 0.171 0.223 0.243 0.248 0.250 0.250 

4 0.210 0.245 0.250 0.250 0.250 0.250 4 0.172 0.223 0.243 0.248 0.250 0.250 

3 0.213 0.247 0.250 0.250 0.250 0.250 3 0.175 0.224 0.243 0.248 0.250 0.250 

2 0.233 0.252 0.251 0.250 0.250 0.250 2 0.193 0.229 0.244 0.249 0.250 0.250 

1 0.329 0.274 0.256 0.251 0.250 0.250 1 0.285 0.253 0.250 0.250 0.250 0.250 

0 0 

o 1 2 3 4 5 o 1 2 3 4 5 

Figure 3a: the ratios Qs+l r / Qs r , , Figure 3b: the ratios qs+l,r / qs,r 

i 6 0.066 0.066 0.066 0.066 0.066 0.066 i 6 0.138 0.138 0.138 0.138 0.138 0.138 

r 5 0.066 0.066 0.066 0.066 0.066 0.066 r 5 0.139 0.138 0.138 0.138 0.138 0.138 

4 0.066 0.066 0.066 0.066 0.066 0.066 4 0.139 0.138 0.138 0.138 0.138 0.138 

3 0.068 0.067 0.066 0.066 0.066 0.066 3 0.142 0.139 0.139 0.138 0.138 0.138 

2 0.074 0.068 0.066 0.066 0.066 0.066 2 0.157 0.142 0.139 0.139 0.138 0.138 

1 0.105 0.074 0.068 0.067 0.066 0.066 1 0.233 0.158 0.143 0.139 0.139 0.138 

0 0 

o 1 2 3 4 5 o 1 2 3 4 5 

Figure 3c: the ratios Qs,r+l / Qs,r Figure 3d: the ratios qs,r+l / qs,r 

Oearly, for the case p = 0.5, Yl = 0.7 and q = 0.4 we have that Cls,r - K 0.25OS 0.066r and 

qs,r - L 0.25OS 0.138r for some K and L, which holds even for moderate s. The question is, what 

are in general the parameters a, ~ and 0 and what is the relation between the constants K and L? 

Intuitively, a stands for the ratio of the probability that there are m+2 and m jobs in the system. 

So a reasonable choice seems a = p2, which is supported by the numerical example. The 

parameters ~ and 0 follow by obseIVing that the form 0: W has to satisfy equation (1) and 0: or 
has to satisfy equation (5). Inserting the form 0: W in (1) and dividing both sides by the com

mon term 0:-1 w-1 we get a quadratic form for the unknown~. Similarly we obtain a quadratic 

form for the parameter 0 by inserting 0: or in equation (5). This is stated in the following 

lemma. 
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Lemmal. 

(i) The form a! W is a solution of (1) if and only if a and 13 satisfy the quadratic form 

a 13 2(P + 1) = 132 2p + a 132 1'2 + cr 11 . (14) 

(U) Theform a! W is a solution of(5) if and only ifa and 13 satisfy the quadratic form 

a 13 2(p + 1) = 132 2p + a I3Z 11 + a2 1'2 (15) 

For fixed a the quadratic fonn (14) is solved for 

p + 1 ± V(P + 1)z - (2p + a 1'2) 11 
X1"(a) = a 2 

- P + a 12 

and for fixed 13. 

R R 2(P+1)-131z ±V(2(P+l)-1312)2-8P11 
Y1"(p)=p 2 

- 11 

In the same way x + (a) are defined as the roots of (15) for fixed a and y + (13) as the roots for 

fixed 13. Putting -a=p2 in (14) we obtain two roots l3=x+(p2)~P and I3=X_(pz) 

= P211/(2 + P1'2). The root 13 = p yields the asymptotic solution Qs,r - K pls pr for some K, 

which corresponds to the equilibrium distribution of two independent M 1M 11 queues, each 

with a workload p. It is very unlikely that the equilibrium distribution of the shortest queue 

problem behaves asymptotically like this distribution. Therefore the only reasonable choice is 

13 = PZ11/(2 + P1z), which is also supported by the numerical example. In the same way we 

obtain 5 =x_(p2) = pZ1z/(2 + P11)' Finally, what is the relation between the constants K and L? 

Figure 3 shows that there is no ooundary effect near r = 1. This suggests that the asymptotic 

solutions (13) satisfy the equations for r = 1. Inserting these asymptotic fonns in equation (11) 
(or (12), which yields the same result) and using equation (14) we obtain the following relation 

between the constants K and L, 

K P 1'2 + 2(1 - q) = L P 11 + 2q . 

1z 11 

Thus for some constant M, 

K=M P11 +2q and L=M P1z+2(1-q) . 
11 1'2 

Hence we empirically found that for some M, 

Q _ M P 11 + 2q ls [ p2 11 ] r 

s,r 11 P 2 + P 1'2 
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ass~ooandr~l. 

Define the constants ao =p2, ~l =X_(ao) and fu =x_(ao) and the coefficients 

d 1 = (P1l + 2q )111 and d 2 = (P1l + 2(1 - q ) )/'Y2. As is illustrated in figure 3 for the special case 

P = 0.5, 11 = 0.7 and q = 0.4, the behaviour of the equilibrium probabilities in the interior of the 

set {(s. r), s ~ 0, r ~1} as well as near the boundary r = 1 is perfectly described by the asymp

totic solutions Xs•r = d 1 a~ ~1 and xs•r = d2 a~ ~i, but the behaviour near the boundary s = 0 is 

not captured by them. We have chosen the constants ao. ~l and fu and the coefficients d 1 and 

d z such that the asymptotic solutions Xs,r = d 1 a6 ~1 and xs•r = d2 a6 ~~ satisfy the equations 

(1), (11), (5) and (12), Further, one easily verifies that the solution Xs•r violates equation (3) 

and xs•r equation (7) on the boundary s = O. Obviously we can further improve these asymptotic 

solutions by adding a tenn to correct the error on the boundary s = O. 

0.1. Compensation on the boundaries s = 0 

Fonn the linear combination Xs•r = d 1 a6 ~1 + die 1 rJ! W. We will try to choose C 1, a 

and ~ such that this linear combination satisfies equation (3) and (1). Inserting Xs•r in equation 

(3) and dividing both sides by d 1 , gives for all r > 1 

(~l + C 1 W)(2p + 12) = (~1+1 + c 1 W+l) 12 + (ao ~1-1 + cia W-1
) 11 . 

Since this must hold for all r > 1, we have to put ~ = ~l' Further we want rJ! ~1 to satisfy equa

tion (1), By virtue of lemma 1 there are two a's such that rJ! ~1 satisfies equation 0), namely 

ao = y +(~l) = p2 and al = Y -(~l) = 2p311/(2 + P12)2. So we have to put a = al. Then for any 

Cit the linear combination Xs•r =dl a6 ~1 +dl Cl a~ ~1 satisfies equation (1), because equa

tion (1) is linear. Finally, dividing the above equation by the common tenn ~l-l gives an equa

tion for the unknown c 1. Hence we can choose the coefficient c 1 such that the linear combina

tion Xs•r also satisfies equation (3). In exactly the same way we can choose a coefficient Cz such 

that the linear combination xs•r = dz a6 ~i + d2 C2 a~ ~i satisfies the equations (5) and (7). 

where a2 = Y -(fu), 
In general, the result of this procedure can be stated as 

Lemma 2. 

(i) The linear combination Xs•r = k 1 Y +(~t W + k2 Y _(~)s W satisfies the equations (1) and 
(3) if kl and k2 satisfy 

y -(~) - ~ 
k2 =- Y+(~)_~ k1• (16) 
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(ii) The linear combination xs•r = kl y+(~y W + k2 y-(~l W satisfies the equations (5) and 

(7) if kl and k2 satisfy (16). 

Proof. 

We prove (i); the proof of (U) is similar. By virtue of lemma 1 the forms Y +(~y W and 

Y _(~y W both satisfy equation (1). Since equation (1) is linear, any linear combination also 

satisfies (1). Inserting the linear combination Xs•r = kl Y +(~l W + k2 Y -(~t W in (3) and 

dividing by the common term W-1 gives 

(kl + k2) ~ (2p +12) = (k 1 + kl) ~212 + kl Y +(~) 11 + k2 Y -(~) 1b 

which can be rewritten as 

~ (2p + 12) - ~212- Y +(~) 11 
k2 =- 2 kl . 

~ (2p + 12) - ~ 12 - Y -(~) 11 

Since Y _(~) and Y +@)arethe roots of (14). 

Y _(~) 11 + Y +(~) 11 = ~ 2(p + 1) - ~2 12. 

Substituting in (17) gives relation (16), 

Applying lemma 2(0 with ~ = ~l. k I = d 1 and k 2 = d I C 1 , yields 

al -~I 
cl =- , 

<Xo - ~1 

andapplyinglemma2(ii) with ~=~2. k 1=d2 and k2=d2C2, 

a2 -~2 
c2=- . 

<Xo-~ 

(17) 

o 

Then the linear combination Xs•r = d 1 a~ Wi + d1 Cl al ~l satisfies equation (1) and (3) and 

xs•r = d z a~ ~t + d 2 c2 al J32 satisfies equation (5) and (7). For the special case of p = 0.5, 

11 = 0.7 and q = 0.4 we displayed in figure 4 the same ratios as in figure 3 for the asymptotic 

solutions Xs•r and xs•r • 

Comparing figure 3 and 4, we see that this refinement also captures the behaviour of the equili

brium probabilities near the boundary s = O. We conclude that for some M 

Qm,r - M d 1 (at) J31 + c 1 al J3D 

qm,r - M d2 (a~ J32 + C2 a~ J32) 
as s+r ~ 00 and r ~ 1. 
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j 6 0.209 0.245 0.250 0.250 0.250 0.250 i 6 0.171 0.223 0.243 0.248 0.250 0.250 

r 5 0.209 0.245 0.250 0.250 0.250 0.250 r 5 0.171 0.223 0.243 0.248 0.250 0.250 

4 0.209 0.245 0.250 0.250 0.250 0.250 4 0.171 0.223 0.243 0.248 0.250 0.250 

3 0.209 0.245 0.250 0.250 0.250 0.250 3 0.171 0.223 0.243 0.248 0.250 0.250 

2 0.209 0.245 0.250 0.250 0.250 0.250 2 0.171 0.223 0.243 0.248 0.250 0.250 

1 0.209 0.245 0.250 0.250 0.250 0.250 1 0.171 0.223 0.243 0.248 0.250 0.250 

0 0 

o 1 2 3 4 5 o 1 2 3 4 5 

Figure 4a: the ratios XH1,r I Xs,r Figure 4b: the ratios Xs+l,r I xs,r 

j 6 0.066 0.066 0.066 0.066 0.066 0.066 j6 0.138 0.138 0.138 0.138 0.138 0.138 

r 5 0.066 0.066 0.066 0.066 0.066 0.066 r 5 0.138 0.138 0.138 0.138 0.138 0.138 

4 0.066 0.066 0.066 0.066 0.066 0.066 4 0.138 0.138 0.138 0.138 0.138 0.138 

3 0.066 0.066 0.066 0.066 0.066 0.066 3 0.138 0.138 0.138 0.138 0.138 0.138 

2 0.066 0.066 0.066 0.066 0.066 0.066 2 0.138 0.138 0.138 0.138 0.138 0.138 

1 0.066 0.066 0.066 0.066 0.066 0.066 1 0.138 0.138 0.138 0.138 0.138 0.138 

0 0 

o 1 2 3 4 5 o 1 2 3 4 5 

Figure 4c : the ratios Xs,r+l1 X s•r Figure 4d: the ratios xS.r+ll xs•r 

We added an extra tenn to Xs•r and xs•r to compensate the error on the boundary s = O. 
This compensation is identical to the one in [1] for the symmetric case. On the other hand we 

introduced a new error on the boundary r = I, since the extra tenns violate the equations (11) 
and (12). The compensation of the errors on this boundary fonns the key problem in this paper. 

As we showed in [1], for the symmetric problem the compensation on the boundary r = 1 is 

essentially the same as the compensation on the boundary s = 0, but for the asymmetric problem 

it is different. because the solutions in the upper and lower triangle interact on the boundary 

r = 1. 

Because al < Cl() the term a1 III is very small compared to a~ III even for moderate s. 

Therefore its disturbing effect on the boundary r = 1 is practically negligible. However this 

second order error can be compensated by adding an extra correction term to the solution in the 
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upper triangle and an extra one to the solution in the lower triangle, that is, to Xs" and xs". 

Hence, the compensation of the term a1 ~1' which lives in the upper triangle, does effect the 

solution in the lower triangle! In the same way we can correct the enur introduced by the term 

a~ ~2. So we have to add a total of four extra terms. The reason why a total of two extra terms, 

one in upper and the other in the lower triangle, is not enough will become clear from the dis

cussion below. 

2.2. Compensation on the boundaries r = 1 

Let us start to compensate the error introduced by the term d 1 C 1 a1 ~l' Form the linear 

combinations Xs., = d I C 1 a1 ~1 + d 3 a! W' and xs., = d 4 OS r(. We will try to choose the 
parameters d3 , (l, ~, d4 , 0 and n such that Xs•r and xs•r satisfy the equations (1), (11), (5) and 

(12), For the time being, we forget about the term d 1 ab ~l in Xs., and dz ab ~2 in xs•r' These 

terms already satisfy the equations (1), (11), (5) and (12). When they are added to X", and x,.' 
afterwards, then X,•r and x", still satisfy the equations (1), (11), (5) and (12), because of the 

linearity of these equations. Inserting Xs•r and XI.' in (11) and (12) gives for all s > 0 

(d I c 1 a1 ~1 + d 3 0: ~) 2(p + 1) = die 1 a1-1 ~t (2p + al 'Y2) + d3 0:-1 ~z (2p + a 1z) + 

+ (d 1 c 1 a1 ~I (2p + al 1z) + d 3 0: ~ (2p + a 'Y2) + d 4 OS n (2p + 011» 2(p1~ 1) 

+ (d I Cl al-1 ~I (2p + al 12) + d3 0:-1 ~ (2p + a 1z) + d 4 01
-

1 n (2p + 0 11» 2(~q: 1) 

and 

d 4 oln 2(p + 1) = d4 OS-I nZ (2p + 11) + 

+ (d1 CI al ~I (2p + al 1z) + d3 0: ~ (2p + a 'Y2) + d 4 o!in (2p + 011» 2(p1: 1) 

+(d l Cl al-1 ~1 (2p+al 'Y2)+d3 0:-1 ~(2p+a'Y2)+d4 oS-In (2P+011» 2;:p-+Qlf 

Since this must hold for all s > 0, we have to put a = 0 = al. Hence, the correction terms must 

have the same a factor as the enur term a1 ~l' This is exactly the reason why we can not com

pensate the errors introduced by the terms a1 ~l and a~ ~2 simultaneously by adding only two 

extra terms, because both terms have a different a factor! Further we want ai W' to satisfy 

equation (1). By virtue oflemma 1 there are there are two Ws such that a1 ~' satisfies equation 

(1), namely ~1 =X+(al) and ~ =X_(al)' So we have to put ~=~. We also want ain, to 

satisfy equation (5). Again by virtue of lemma 1 there are two n's such that ain' satisfies 

equation (5). Since we want the correction term d 4 ain' to be as small as possible, we put 

n = ~4 = x_(al)' Then for any d3 and d4 , the linear combinations Xs., and xs., satisfy the equa

tions (1) and (5). Finally, dividing the above equations by the common term arl gives two 
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equations for the unknowns d3 and d 4 • Hence we can choose the coefficients d3 and d 4 such 

that the linear combinations XS,T and xs,r satisfy all the equations (1), (11), (5) and (12). In 

exactly the same way we can compensate the error introduced by the tenn dz cz at) ~2: we can 

choose coefficients ds and d6 such that the linear combinations XS •T =ds a~ ~5 and 

XS,T = d z Cz a~ ~2 + d6 a~ ~6 satisfy the equations (1), (11), (5) and (12), where ~ =x_(az) 

and ~s =X_(az)· 

In general. the result can be stated as 

Lemma 3. 

(i) The linear combinations XS.T = kl 0: X+(a)' + kz 0: X_(a)T and XS•T = k3 0: x_(a)r 

satisfy the equations (1), (11), (5) and (12) ilk l , k z and k3 satisfy 

(a YI + 2qp) I X_(a) + (a Yz + 2(1- q)p)1 x+(a) - 2(1' + 1) 

kz =- (aYI +2qp)/X+(a)+(aYz+2(1-q)p)lx+(a)-2(p+l) kl (18) 

11 (a 12 + 2(1 - q)p) (11 X_(a) - 11 X+(a» 
k3 =- kl (19) 

Yz «aYl +2qp)/X+(a) + (ayz +2(1-q)p)/x+(a)-2(p+ 1» 

(ii) The linear combinations Xs•r =k3 0: X_(a)r and xs•r =k l 0: x+(a), +kl a! x-CaY 

satisfy the equations (1), (11), (5) and (12) if kit kz and k3 satisfy 

(a YI + 2qp)/ X+(a) + (a Y2 + 2(1- q)p) I x_(a) - 2(1' + 1) 
kz =- kl 

(a YI + 2qp)! X+(a) + (a Y2 + 2(1- q)p)/ x+(a) - 2(1' + 1) 

Y2 (a YI + 2qp) (11 x_(a) -1 I x+(a» 
k3 =- kl 

Yl «a Yl + 2qp)/X+(a) + (a Y2 + 2(1- q)p)1 x+(a) - 2(1' + 1» 

Proof. 

We prove (0; the proof of (ii) is similar. By virtue of lemma 1(i) both 0: X+(a)' and 

0: X_(a)T satisfy (1) and by linearity, also Xs,r- Similarly, xs•r satisfies equation (5), Inserting 

XS,T and xs•r in (11) and (12) and dividing both sides by the common tenn 0:-1 yields 

(k l aX+(a) + kz aX_(a» 2(P + 1) = (k 1 X+(a)z + kz X_(a)z) (21' + a 12) + 

a Yl 
+ «kl X+(a) +kz X_(a»(2p +(12) +k3 x_(a)(2p +aYl» 2(1' + 1) 

( ) 
2qp 

+ (k 1 X+(a) + kz X_(a» (21' + a 12) + k3 x_(a) (21' + a 11) 2(1' + 1) 

and 
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a. 12 
+ «kl X+(a.) + k2 X_(a.»(2p + a. 'Y2) + k3 x_(a.) (2p + a. 'Yl») 2(p + 1) 

( ) 
2(1-q)p 

+ (kl X+(a.) + k2 X_(a.»(2p + a. 12) + k3 x_(a.)(2p + a. 11) 2(p + 1) . 

By inserting equation (14) and (15) and multiplying both sides with 2(P + 1) this reduces to 

(kl + k2) a.2 11 2(P + 1) = (kl X+(a.) +k2 X_(a.»(2p + a. 12)(a. 11 + 2qp) + (20) 

+ k3 x_(a.)(2p + a. 'Yl)(a. 11 + 2qp) 

and 

k3 a.2 'Y2 2(p + 1) = (kl X+(a.) + k2 X_(a.» (2p + a. 'Y2) (a. 'Y2 + 2(1 - q)p) + (21) 

+ k3 x_(a.) (2p + a. 'Yt) (a. 12 + 2(1- q)p) 

The equations (20) and (21) immediately yield 

k3 'Y2 (a. 11 +2qp)=(k 1 +k2)11 (a.'Y2 +2(1-q)p). 

Multiplying both sides of (20) by 12 and inserting (22) in (20) gives 

k2=-k1 x 

(22) 

X+(a.) 'Y2 (2p + a. 'Y2) (a. 'Yl + 2qp) + x_(a) 'Yl (2p + a. 11) (a. 'Y2 + 2(1- q)p) - a?- 'Yl 'Y2 2(p + 1) 
x------~----------~--------~----------------~~-------

X_(a.) 'Y2 (2p + a. 'Y2) (a. 'Yl + 2qp) + x_(a.) 'Yl (2p + a. 11) (a. 'Y2 + 2(1- q)p) - a.2 'Yl 'Y2 2(p + 1) 

Since X+(a) and X_(a.) are the roots of the quadratic form (14), and x+(a) and x_(a.) of (15), 

X+(a) X_(a.)(2p + a. 'Y2) = a.2 'Yl, x+(a.) x_(a.)(2p + a. 11) = a.2 'Y2 . (23) 

Using the relations (23) to rewrite X+(a.), X_Ca) and x_Ca.) and dividing the numerator and 

denominator by a?- 'Yl 'Y2 yields relation (18). Relation (19) follows by inserting (18) in (22). 0 

Recall that at the beginning of this section we eliminated the numbers Xs.o = xs. 0 by 

inserting the equations on the line r = 0 in the equations on the line r = 1. The reason was to 

simplify the compensation on the common boundary of the upper and lower triangle. Using the 

equations on the line r = 0 as definition for Xs• 0 we obtain 

Corollary 

(i) For all s ~ 0 and r ~ 1, let Xs•r = kl a! X+(a.Y + k2 a! X_(a.)' and xs•r = k3 a! x_(a.)r, 

where the coefficients k 1, k2 and k3 satisfy the relations of lemma 3(i). Thenfor all s > 0 

a!+1 11 a!+1 12 
X =(k +k ) =k 

s.O 1 2 a.'Y1 +2qp 3 a.'Y2 +2(1-q)p . 
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(U) For all s ~O and r ~ 1, let Xs•r =k3 ct X_Cay and xs.r =kt ct x+(aY +kz ct x-CaY, 

where the coefficients kl' kz and k3 satisfy the relations of lemma 3(ii). Thenfor all s > 0 

ct+1 'Yl as+1 'Yz 
X -k -(k +k )-----

s,O - 3 a'Yl +2qp - I Z a'Yz +2(I-q)p 

Proof. 

We prove (0; the proof of (ii) is similar. Inserting Xs,r and xs,r in equation (9). we obtain 

(X'-t 
Xs,o = «k 1 X+(a) +kz X_(a»(2p +a'Yz) +k3 x_(a)(2p + a 'Yl») 2(P + 1) 

The first equality follows by inserting (20) and the second one by inserting (21) or from the first 

equality by inserting (22). 0 

Applyinglemma3(i)with a=alt kl =d1 Cit kz=d3 andk3=d4.yields 

(al 'Yl + 2qp)1 X_(at) + (at 12 + 2(1- q)p)1 x+(al) - 2(p + 1) 
d3 =- d 1 Cl • 

(al 'Yl + 2qp)1 X+(at) + (at 12 + 2(1- q)p) I x+(at) - 2(p + 1) 

'Yl (al 12 +2(1-q)p) (1/X_(at)-l/X+(aJ}) 
d4 =- dl Ct 

'Yz «al 'Yl +2qp)/X+(al)+(al 'Yz+ 2(1-q)p)lx+(al)-2(p+1») 

and applying lemma 3(ii) with a=az, kl =ds, k3 =dz Cz, and k4 =d6 yields 

'Yz (az 1'1 + 2qp) (11 x_(az) -11 x+(az» 
ds =- dz CZ, 

'Yl «az 'Yl + 2qp)/ X+(az) + (az 'Yz + 2(1- q)p)1 x_(az) - 2(p + 1)) 

(az 'Yl + 2qp)/ X+(az) + (az 12 + 2(1- I x_(az) - 2(p + 1) 
d6=- dzcz· 

(az 1'1 + 2qp)1 X+(az) + (az 12 + 2(1- q)p)1 x+(az) - 2(p + 1) 

Then the total linear combinations Xs,r = d 1 ail ~1 + d t C 1 a1 ~1 + d 3 a1 ~2 + d 5 a~ ~5 and 

xs,r = dz ail ~2 + dz Cz a~ ~2 + d4 a1 ~3 + d6 a~ ~6 satisfy the equations (1), (11). (5) and 

(12). Now we compensated the errors on the boundary r = 1. but we introduced new errors on 

the boundary s = 0, since the extra compensation terms in the upper triangle. that is d3 ai ~2 
and d 5 a~ ~5' violate equation (3) and the extra compensation terms in the lower triangle 

violate equation (7). But it is clear how to continue this compensation procedure, which con

sists of two basic compensation steps: 

(i) A term which lives in the upper triangle say, can be compensated on the boundary s = 0 

by adding an extra compensation term in the upper triangle according to lemma 2(i). 

(ii) A term which lives in the upper triangle say, can be compensated on the boundary r = 1 

by adding two extra compensation terms. one in the upper triangle and the other in the 
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lower triangle. according to lemma 3(i). 

In this way we produce a complete binary tree of compensation terms. Below we will formal

ize this compensation procedure. 

2.3. The compensation procedure 

Generate a tree of numbers (Xo, al,'" and ~l' 132 •.•. of a structure as depicted in figure 5. 

~l 

+ 
al 

~ 
~ ~4 

~ ~ 
a3 ~ 

A A 
Il7 ~8 ~ ~IO · . . · . . · . . · . . · . . · . . 

Figure 5: the binary tree structure of the numbers CXj and ~i 

In figure 5 the u's and Ws are numbered from the root and from left to right. Actually, the 

numbering of the u's and Ws is irrelevant: we will only use that the a-root has index 0 and that 

the other u's have the same index as their ~-parent. For specifying the recursion relations to 

generate the tree, we need the following notation. 

~l(i) the left descendant of ai • 

~r(i) the right descendant of ai , 

Clp(i) the a-parent of ~i . 

Further define L as the set of indices i of ~i 's which are a left descendant and R as the set of 

indices i of ~i' s which are a right descendant, that is, 

L= {l(O, i =0,1,2, ... }. 
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R = {reO, i =0, 1,2, ... } . 

The numbers ~ and ~j are defined as roots of the quadratic fOnDS (14) and (15). More precisely, 

for the initial value 0() = p2, generate at, a2,'" and ~1' ~, .. , such that for all i = 0, 1 •... 

~l(i) =X_(aj), 

~r(j) =x_(aj), 

«Xi(i) = Y -(~l(j» , 

0,.(;) =Y-(~r(i}) . 

By virtue oflemma 1 all the solutions a~(j) ~i and af ~i satisfy equation (1) if i ELand equa

tion (5) if i E R. Because the equations (1) and (5) are linear, any linear combination of solu

tions a~(i) ~i with i E L satisfies equation (1) and any linear combination of solutions a~(i) ~i 

with i E R satisfies equation (5), Now fonn the linear combinations Xs•r and xs•n for all s ~ ° 
and r ~ 1 defined as 

and 

Xs,r = L dj (a~(i) + Cj aD ~i 
jeL 

= d 1 ~l at) + L (dj Ci ~i + dl(i) ~l(i» af + L dl(i) ~l(i) af 
~L ~R 

xs•r = L d j (a~(j) + Cj aD ~i 
ieR 

= d 2 ~2 at) + L (dj Cj ~i + dr(i) ~~(j» af + L dr(i) ~~(i) ai , 
~R ~L 

(24) 

(25) 

(26) 

(27) 

where in the first sums we fonned pairs with a common factor ~j and in the second ones with a 

common factor aj. The sum (24) lives in the upper triangle and the sum (26) in the lower trian

gle and they are graphically depicted in figure 6. The sum (24) is the sum of all tenns, which are 

a left descendant in figure 6 and sum (26) is the sum over all tenns, which are a right descen

dant. 

The coefficients Cj are generated such that the tenns (a;(i) + Cj aD ~i satisfy equation (3) for all 

i ELand equation (7) for all i E R. By virtue of lemma 2 this yields for all i E L, 

Y _(~j) - ~j 
Cj=-

Y +(~i) - ~i 

and for all i E R, 
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Figure 6: the binary tree structure o/the terms dj (a~(i) + Cj aD ~r 

Since the equations (3) and (7) are linear, the linear combination (24) satisfies equation (3) and 

the linear combination (26) equation (7). The coefficients di are generated such that the linear 

combinations (25) and (27) (being reorderings of (24) and (26» satisfy the equations (11) and 

(12). Initially put d 1 = (P11 + 2q)111 and d2 = (P1'2 + 2(1- q»/12 and generate the coefficients 

dl(i) and dr(i) such that for all i E L the terms (d; Ci ~r + dl(i) ~r(i» at and dr(i) ~~(i) aT satisfy 

equation (11) and (12) and for all i E R the terms (d; Cj ~i + dr(i) ~~(j» at and dl(i) ~r(i) ai 
satisfy equation (11) and (12). By virtue oflemma 3 this yields for all i E L 

(CXj 11 + 2qp) I X_(aj) + (ai 12 + 2(1 - q)p)/ x+(a;) - 2(p + 1) 
dio -- d· c· 

1- (a;11+2qp)/X+(aj)+(a;12+ 2(1-q)p)/x+(aj)-2(p+l) I I 

11 (a; 12 + 2(1 - q)p) (1/ X_Cal) - 11 X+(CXj» 
~oo=- ~~ 

1'2 «CXj 11 + 2qp)1 X+(ai) + (ai 12 + 2(1- q)p)1 x+(ai) - 2(p + 1») 

and for all i eR 

12 (ai 11 + qp)(11 x_Cal) - 11 x+(ai» 
~oo=- ~~ 

11 «ai 11 + 2qp) X+(aj) + (ai 12 + 2(1- q)p)1 x+(ai) - 2(p + 1») 

(ai 11 + 2qp)1 X+(ai) + (CXj 1'2 + 2(1- q)p)1 x_(CXj) - 2(p + 1) 

dr(;) =- (ai 11 + 2qp)1 X+(ai) + (CXj 12 + 2(1- q)p)1 x+(CXj) - 2(P + 1) di ci . 

Since the equations (11) and (12) are linear, the linear combinations (25) and (27) satisfy equa

tion (11) and (12). This completes the definition of the numbers Xs•r and xs•r for all s ~ 0 and 

r ~ 1. The numbers Xs.o = xs, 0 are defined by the equations on the line r = O. According to the 

corollary of lemma 3 we obtain for all s > 0 

X _ ~ d. ( a~·tl) 11 . af+l 11 ) 
s 0 -.lJ I + c1 ----

• ieL <Xp(i) 11 + 2qp ai 11 + 2qp 
(28) 

as+1 'V... a s+1 'V... _ ~ d ( p(t) 1.(, i ,"- ) 
-.lJ ; + Cj • 

ieR ap(i) 1'2 + 2(1 - q)p ai 1'2 + 2(1 - q)p 
(29) 
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Finally we define Xo,o by equation (4) or (8). As we will show, both definitions yield the same 

result Inserting the product form (24) and (28) in equation (4) yields 

2 2 
Xo 0 = _1_ ~ «(1 + c·) A. (2p + v...) _ (1 + c.) A+ 'V... _ ap(i) 11 _ c. aj 11 ) (30) 

, 2qp i~ I 1-" j~ I 1-'1 I~ Clp(j) + 2qp 'ai + 2qp 

Recall that we have chosen the coefficients Cj such that for all i E L the terms (a~(j) + Ci af) ~i 

satisfy equation (3), that is, 

(1 + Ci) ~i (2p + 'Y2) - (1 + Ci) ~i+l 'Y2 = (ap(i) + Cj a.;) ~i-l 11 . 

Dividing both sides by ~i-l and then inserting in (30) we obtain that representation (28) also 

holds for s = O. On the other hand, using equation (8) as definition for Xo,o we obtain represen

tation (29) for s = O. As follows from the corollary of lemma 3, representation (28) and (29) are 

also equivalent for s = O. This completes the definition of all the numbers Xs,r and xs,ro Obvi

ously, these numbersjormally satisfy all equilibrium equations, except for the one in the origin 

of the state space. But. summing over all equilibrium equations, except for the one in the origin 

exactly yields the equation in the origin. Hence we constructed a formal solution for the com

plete set of equilibrium equations. It is still a formal solution, because we have not proved yet 

that the infinite sums of product form solution converge absolutely for all s ?! 0 and r ~ 0 (we 

need absolute convergence, because we have to reorder terms in order to show that all equations 

are satisfied). 

2.4. Main theorem 

To prove that the numbers Xs,r and xs,r satisfy all the equilibrium equations, we have to 

show that the infinite sums of product form solutions converge absolutely. Unfortunately, in 

general these infinite sums do not converge absolutely for all s ~ ° and r ~ 0, but from a certain 

index N, depending on the model parameters p, 11 and q. In section 4 we will give a construc

tive definition for the index N. Hence we are not able to prove that the product form representa

tion for the equilibrium distribution holds for all s and r, as announced in section 1. Instead we 

will prove 

Theorem 1. 

There exists an index N such thatJor all s ~ 0, r ~ 1 and s + r > N, 

Qs.r = C-1 Xs•r , 

C- 1 
qs,r = xs,r, 

where C is a normalizing constant. 
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To prove the theorem we will first show that for all s ~ 0, r ~ 1 and s + r > N, the infinite 
sums (24) and (26) converge absolutely and for all s ~ N the infinite sum (28) converges abso
lutely. Next we show that the total absolute weight of the numbers Xs,r and xs•r is finite, that is, 

L I Xs,r I + I xs,r I < 00 • 

s+r>N 

Then it is obvious that the solutions Xs•r and xs•r solve all the equilibrium equations for 
s + r > N. Because the Markov process is irreducible, we can uniquely extend these solutions 
to the complete complete first quadrant of the (s, r) plane such that the equilibrium equations 
for all s + r S; N are also solved. For this, we actually have to solve 2(N + 1) equilibrium equa
tions for only 2N + 1 unknowns. So it seems that we have too many equations, but because the 
equilibrium equations are dependent, we may omit one arbitrarily chosen equation. Finally we 

have to show that the solutions Xs,r and xs,r are not trivial, that is, 

Xs•r E 0 and X"r EO. 

Hence we constructed a nontrivial and convergent solution of the equilibrium equations. By a 
result of Foster ([5], Theorem I), this proves that the asymmetric shortest queue problem is 

ergodic. Since the equilibrium distribution of an ergodic system is unique, the numbers Xs,r and 
xs,r can be normalized to produce the equilibrium distribution. 

3. Preliminary results 

To prove that the infinite sums of product form solutions converge absolutely we first have 
to obtain some information about the behaviour of the numbers ai. ~i' Ci and d j • We will start to 
prove that the numbers aj and ~j converge exponentially fast, for which we need the following 
monotonicity result. 

Lemma 4. 

(i) Let 0 < as; 00, then X+(a) > X_(a) > 0 and x+(a) > x_(a) > 0 and the ratios X+(a) I a 

and x+(a) I a are decreasing andX_(a)/ a and x_(a)/ a are increasing in a. 

(ii) Let 0 < ~ S; ~ = p, then Y +(~) > Y _(~) > 0 and y +(~) > y _(~) > 0 and the ratios Y +(~) I ~ 
and y +(~) I ~ are decreasing and Y _(~) I ~ and y _(~) I ~ are increasing in a. 

Proof. 

(0 We prove the results for X t(a); the proofs for x:!: (a) are similar. Since as; <Xo = p2. 

(p+I)2_(2p+a1'2)Yl ~ (p+1)2_(2p+p21'2)Yl = (1+p(l-YI)f > 0, 

so the discriminant of the quadratic form (14) for fixed a is strictly positive and since a> 0, 
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this implies that X+(o.) and X_(o.) are two distinct positive roots. Immediately from its 
definition, it follows that X +(0.) I a is decreasing. Further, 

which is increasing in ex. 

(ii) We only prove the results for Y ± (~); the proofs for y ± (~) are similar. Since ~ S 130 = p, 

(2 (p + 1) - ~ "h)2 - 8 P 11 ~ (2 (p + 1) - P 'Y2)2 - 8 P 11 

= (2 + P 11)2 - 8 P 11 = (2 - P 11)2 > 0 , 

so the discriminant of the quadratic form (14) for fixed ~ is strictly positive and since ~ > 0 and 

2 (p + 1) - ~ 12 > 0, this implies that Y +(~) and Y _(~) are two distinct positive roots. Immedi
ately from its definition, it follows that Y +(~)I ~ is decreasing in~. Further, 

Y-(~) _~-'L 
~ - 11 Y +(~) , 

which is increasing in ~. o 

From this lemma we immediately obtain 

Corollary. 

For each left branch, 

ao ~ o.i > ~l(i) > CY.[(i) > 0 • 

where the decrease of ~J (i) and CY.[ (i) is at least 

A. . < 11 < 2 P A. 
p/(I) - 2 + P "h ai, o.{(;) - 2 + P 12 Pi(i) 

and similarly,for each right branch, 

ao ~ Qj > ~r(i) > a,.(;) > 0 • 

where the decrease of~r(;) and a,.(i) is at least 

A. • < 'Y2 S 2p A-
Pr(t) - 2 + P 11 Qj. a,.(;) 2 + P 11 P,.(i)· 
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Proof. 

The lemma is proved by induction: we descend the tree by starting in the root. 
Assume 0 < (1i S; ao. which trivially holds for i = O. Then by lemma 4(0, 

X_(ao) 'VI 
0< Il/(j) =X_(<lj) S; <Xj = 2 (1j 

ao +P1'2 

and Il/(j) =X_(<lj) S; X_(ao) = Ill. thus by lemma 4(ii). 

Y -(Ill) 2p 
<Xi (i) = Y -(Ill (i» S; III jj[ (i) = 2 + P 'V2 III (i) • 

The inequalities for jj'(i) and <X,(j) can be proved similarly. o 

The corollary implies that the numbers (1i and jji decrease exponentially fast and uniformly in 

the depth of the tree. For let Ii be the maximum of the rates 'VII (2 + P 12). 2p I (2 + P 12). 

1'2 1(2 + P 'VI) and 2p I (2 + P 'VI) and define the function 

depth (x) the depth of the number x in the tree of figure 5. 

For example, depth «(11) = depth ( (12) = 2 and depth (137) = depth(lls) = ... = depth(1l14) = 5. 
Then for all i = 1,2, ... 

A R-depth@')R-dePth(a;) 
pi < CXo. (1i < ao . (31) 

These are rough bounds on the convergence of the numbers (1i and Ilj. The exact asymptotic 
behaviour of these numbers is stated in 

LemmaS. 

As depth «(1i) ~ co, then 

jjl (i) 1 Il, (j) 1 
--~-, --~-

(1i Az (1j az 

and as depth (Ill (i» and depth (Il, (j» ~ co, then 

<Xim A 
--~ 1. 
jj'(i) 

et.,.(i) 
-A-~al' 
P,(i) 

where 

P + 1 - ..J (p + 1)z - 2p 11 P + 1 + V (p + 1)2 - 2p 'VI 
At = ------~-, Az = ""---------

'VI 'VI 

P + 1 - V (p + 1)2 - 2p 1'2 P + 1 +..J (p + 1)2 - 2p 1'2 
at= , a2= 

1'2 1'2 
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Proof. 

We prove the first limit; the others are proved similarly. Let depth (Clj) ~ 00, then, by virtue of 

(31), ai ~ 0, so 

/31 (i) X_(aj) Al 11 1 
--= ~----
ai ai 2p - A2 . o 

Note that by virtue of lemma 4 and its corollary, it follows that the ratios in lemma 5 decrease 

monotonously along any path in the tree. Now the asymptotic behaviour of the numbers Clj and 

/3; is known, we will investigate the behaviour of the coefficients C i and d j • The behaviour of the 

coefficients Cj is stated in 

Lemma 6. 

For all i :;:: 1,2, ... , the coefficients Cj are strictly positive. and as depth (/3;) ~ 00, then 

I-A} . . I-a} .. 
Ci ~ A I if l E L. Cj ~ 1 if l E R . 

2 - a2-

Proof. 

We prove the lemma for i E L; the case i E R is similar. Since /3i ~ ~, we obtain by lemma 4 

which proves that Cj is strictly positive. Let depth (/3j) ~ 00, then by (31), /3i ~ 0, so 

1- Y _(/3;)//3; I-A} 
Cj = R R ~ • 

Y+(l-'i)/l-'i- 1 A2- 1 o 

It is more complicated to obtain the behaviour of the coefficients dj. We first have to prove that 

the denominator in the definition of dj does not equal zero. For this we need the following 

monotonicity result. 

Lemma'. 

ForO < a~ CXo, 

(a 11 + 2qp) al X+(a) + (a 12 + 2(1- q)p) al x+(a) - 2(p + 1) Ct 

is monotonously decreasing. 
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Proof. 

We show that the derivative is negative for all 0< as exo. Since 

d ~~+~~~ 
da (aYI +2qp)aIX+(a) = YI aIX+(a)+ 2..J(p+l)2_(2p+aYz)YI 

and using that both tenns are increasing in a, yields 

d (exo YI + 2qp) Y2 
-d (a YI + 2qp) al X+(a) < Yl exo I X+(exo) + .1 

a 2 v(p + 1)2 -- (2p + exo 1'2) Yl 

_ (p Yl + 2q) P ~ < 3 I 2 + 
-- P 11 + 2 (1 + p (1 - 11» p Yl q 

where the latter inequality follows from the monotonicity of p I (1 + p (l - 11»' Similarly, 

d 
da (aYI +2qp) al x+(a) < P Y2 3/2 + 1- q . 

Hence, the total derivative is less than 

P 11 3/2 + q + P Y2 3/2 + 1 - q -- 2(p + 1) = P - 1 < 0 . o 

By virtue of this lemma we immediately obtain that the denominator in the definition of di is 
strictly positive, i.e. 

Corollary. 

ForO < a < exo, 

Proof. 

Multiplying the left hand side of the above inequality by ai and applying lemma 7 yields 

(ai Yl +2qp) ajIX+(<Xi) + (ai 'Y2 +2(1-q)p) <Xi Ix+(ai) - 2(p + 1) ai 

> (exo Yl + 2qp) exo/X+(exo) + (exo 12 + 2(1 -q)p) exo1x+(exo) -2(P + 1) exo = O. o 

Since the numerator in the definition of di is bounded below by the denominator, it follows by 
virtue of lemma 6 and the corollary of lemma 7 that the coefficients di are alternating, that is, 
for all i = I, 2, ... 
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The next lemma describes the asymptotic behaviour of the coefficients d j • 

LemmaS. 

ForaUi eL, 

d/(j) qAz+(I-q)al I-AI 
-- -+ - ------ ---

di q Al + (1 - q) a 1 A z - I 

d,,(j) (l-q)(Az-Al)Yl I-AI 
-- -+ - -------- ---

dj (qA1+(l-q)al)Yl Az-I 

as depth(<<i) -+ 00 and/or all i eR, 

d1(i) q (az -at)Y2 I-al 
-- -+ - ---.:..-----.:..--

dj « 1 - q) a I + q AI) Yl a z - 1 

dr(i) (l-q) a2 +q A 1 I-al 
-- -+- ------ ---

dj (l-q)al+qA l a2-I . 

as depth(<<i) -+ 00, 

Proof. 

We prove the first limit; the others are proved similarly. Multiplying the numerator and denom

inator in the definition of dl(i) byaj and letting depth (ai) -+ 00, so by (31) ai -+ 0, we obtain 

d1(i) qAz+(l-q)al qA2+(I-q)al I-AI 
---+- C..,=- . 

di qAt+(l-q)al qA 1 +(1-q)al A 2 -1 o 

Summarizing, the lemmas 5, 6 and 8 give a complete description of asymptotic behaviour of the 

numbers aj, 13i' Cj and dj, and this is exactly what we need in order to prove that the infinite 

sums of product form solutions converge absolutely 

4. On the convergence 

Now we are in the position to prove that the numbers Xat" and xa•r converge absolutely 

from a certain index N. Consider a fixed s ~ 0 and r ~ 1. Since for all i the constants «i. f3j and 

Cj are positive, it follows that Xa." and xs•r converge absolutely if and only if 
.., 
L I dj I (a:(i) + Cj aD 13i < 00 • 

i=1 

From the lemmas 5, 6 and 8 we obtain for all i e L 
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as depth(o.j) ~ 00 and for all i e R 

Idl(i) I (0.1 + C[{i) o.t{i» ~r{i) d ( I )$ C IA)r 
~ I at az at z 

Idj I (o.~(i) + Cj 0.1) ~r 

I dr{i) I (0.1 + cr (;) o.~(i» ~~(i) d ( I ).!'+r 
~ r at az 

I dj I (o.~(i) + Ci 0.1) ~r 

as depthCa.;) ~oo, whereDI> Dr- dl and dr denote the limits of Id1(i) I I Idjl and Idr(i)l/ldil, 

that is, by virtue oflemma 8, 

q A 2 + (1 - q) all - A t 
DJ = ------ ---

qA t +(1-q)al Az-l 

(1 - q)(A 2 - AI) Yl 1 - A 1 
Dr = --~----.;-------- ---

(qAl+(1-q)at)Yz Az-I 

q(aZ-al)Yz I-a} 
dl = -------- ---«(1 - q) a 1 + qAt> Yl a z - 1 

(l-q)a2+qA 1 I-at 
dr = . 

(l-q)al +qAl az-l 

Hence in the limit the tenns behave geometrically. The problem is to fonnulate conditions, in 

tenns of these limiting rates, which guarantee the convergence of the infinite sum. For this we 

need the notion of a positive geometrical binary tree. 

Definition 1. 

The numbers n 1, nz, n3, .. .form a positive geometrical binary tree if 

(i) the numbers nj have a binary tree structure as depicted infigure 7, 

(ii) the initial values n} and nz are positive, 

(iii) the geometrical behaviour Is determined by the nonnegative matrix [ :: ~: 1 such that 

nl(j) = R[ nj, nrC;) = Rr ni if nj is a left descendant and 

nl(i) = rl nj , nr(i) = rr nj if nj is a right descendant. 
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Figure 7: the binary tree structure oj the numbers nj 

Note that the tree of numbers nit nz. n3. ... is of the same structure as the tree of tenns 

I di I (ex~ (i) + ci exD ~;, which is depicted in figure 6. Let o(A) denote the spectral radius of the 

matrix A. then in particular, 

o[ R/ r/] = Rl + r, +~(Rl-")Z +4R, rl . 
Rr 'r 2 

The following lemma provides a necessary and sufficient condition for the convergence of the 
co 

infinite sum L nj. 
i=I 

Lemma 9. 

i~ ni converges if and only if o[ :: ;:] < I. 

Proof. 

Define 

W m the sum of all numbers nj at depth m, which are a left descendant. 

Wm the sum of all numbers nj at depth m, which are a right descendant, 

then for all m = 0, I, ... 

where WI = ni and WI = nz. Hence 

co co [ ] 00 [RI r/]m[Wl] .L nj = L Wm+l +wm+l =(1, I) L R, W 
1=1 m=O m=O r, 1 
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[ 
R, rl] m 00 

If a < 1, then R r converges exponentially fast, so L nj converges. 
, , i=1 

co [Rl rl] 
If on the other hand. L nj converges, then, since WI and WI are positive and R r 

i=l ' , 
~O, 

[ 
Rl r,] m 
R, r, ...-+ 0 as m ...-+ 00 , 

which holds if and only if a < 1. o 

Hence, the convergence of a positive geometrical binary tree is completely determined by the 

spectral radius of the matrix of rates. Since the tree of terms I di I (a.~(i) + Ci a.D ~~ behaves 
asymptotically as a positive geometric binary tree with rates 

[
Rl rl]_[DI<AIIAz)"+r dl(a1/az)"(al/AZY] 

R, rr - Dr (AI/Azt (Al/az)' d,(al la Z)S+' , 

we expect that the convergence is also determined by the spectral radius of this matrix. First, let 
us define 

Definition 2. 

For all n = O. 1, 2, ... an is defined by the following equation 

an = ¥z [ D j (A 11 Az)n + dr (all az)" + 

+ V(DI (A 11 Az)" - d,. (a 11 az)")Z + 4 Dr d1 (A}I Az)" (a 11 a z)"] 

From this definition we conclude that 

a[ D, (A1/Azy+r d1 (al la Z)" (a 1/A ZY] 

Dr (A 11 Az)" (A 11 azY d, (a 1/ a2y+r = a s+, 

and if Cfs+r < 1, then we will prove that the infinite sum 

L Idj I (a.~(i) + Cj a.D ~~ 
;=1 

converges, and otherwise. if Cfs+r > 1, then it diverges. 

Assume that Cfs+r < 1. Then there exist rates R,. RI , rl and rr such that 
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RI > D,(A 1IA 2)s+r, rl > dl (a 11a2Y (alIA 2), 

Rr > Dr (AIIA2Y(Al/a2)' , rr > dr (al/a2Y+r 

and 

[ 
RI rl] 

a Rr r, < 1 . 

Then, for depth (<Xi) large enough, depth (ai) ~ M say, we obtain for all i e L 

I dl (i) I (0.1 + Cl (i) 0.1 (i» ~'(i) -""';"':"----'-'--:"":""""---:-"- < RJ , 

Idjl (a~(i)+cjan~i 
(32) 

and for all i eR 

(33) 

Note that we really use here that the ratios converge uniformly in the depth of the tree. Consider 

[ 
Rl rl] 

the positive geometrical binary tree of numbers ni with rates Rr r, and initial values 

n 1 = n2 = K, where the constant K is large enough such that for all depth (aj) S M, 

Idjl (a~(j)+cjan~i S nj. 

From the relations (32) and (33) it follows that all the tenns are bounded by the numbers ni. 

Hence, the tree of numbers Idjl (a~(i) +Ci aD ~i can be bounded by a positive geometrical 

tree of numbers nj, which is convergent by virtue of lemma 9 and thus 

~ ~ 

L I di I (a~ (i) + C i an ~i S L ni < 00 • 

i=l i=1 

If on the other hand Os+r > 1, then the tree of numbers I di I (a~(i) + Ci aD ~i can be bounded 

below by a divergent geometrical tree. and thus 

00 

L Idi I (a~(i) +Ci aD ~i = 00. 

i=1 

In case the spectral radius os+r equals unity, nothing can be said in general. In the same way, 

one can show that the numbers Xs.o converge absolutely whenever Os+l < 1. 

Define N as the smallest index such that ON+I < 1. Then the results can be summarized as 
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Theorem 2. 

For all s ~ 0, r ~ 1 and s + r > N, the numbers Xs•r and xs•r converge absolutely, and for all 

s ~ N, the numbers Xs• 0 converge absolutely. 

Finally we will show that the total absolute weight of the numbers Xs•r and xs•r is finite. That is, 

r, (IXs.rl + Ixs.rl) <co. 
s~O.r~O 

s+r>N 

By equation (9), it follows that 

r, IXs.o I 2(p + 1) 5; r, (IXs-1.11 2p + IXs.l 1 12 + IXs-l.ll 2p + Ixs, 1 I 11)' 
s>N s>N 

Hence, it suffices to prove that 

Theorem 3. 

r, ( I Xs,r I + I xs,r I) < co . 
s2:0,r2:1 
s+r>N 

Proof. 

By (24) and (26), 

r, (lXs.rl + Ixs.rl) 5; r, r, Idjl (Ct.~(i)+Ci Ct.D~i 
s~O,r~l s2:0,r2:1 ;=1 
s+r>N s+r>N 

since the spectral radius of the matrix oflimiting rates for each infinite sum equals GN+l < 1. 0 

As argued at the end of subsection 2.4. the theorems 2 and 3 nearly complete the proof of 

theorem 1. We finally have to show that Xs,r and xs,r are nonnuli solutions. In the next section 

we prove that the first term in the product form representations (24) and (26) is dominating as 

s + r -+ co, This implies that Xs•r and xs•r are indeed nonnuli solutions. and thus completes the 

proof of theorem 1. 
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5. Asymptotic expansion 

In this section we will show that the product form representations (24) and (26) for the 

numbers XS,T and XS,T yield a complete asymptotic expansion as s + , -; 00 and , ~ 1. In partic

u1ar we will prove the asymptotic equivalences 

XS,T - dl (ab + Cl aD Pl , 

XS,T - dz (ab + Cz a~) P~ 

as s + r -; 00 and , ~ 1. which imply that XS,T and XS,T are nonnull solutions. 

(34) 

(35) 

First we have to reorder the terms in the representations (24) and (26) in a nonincreasing 

order. Since the numbers ai decrease to zero, uniformly in the depth of the tree, we can order 

the tree of numbers ai in a nonincreasing sequence 

CXjo ~ ail;;:: <Xi2 ;;:: ••• .L 0 

and thus we can reorder (24) and (26) as 

00 

XS,T = L dl(i.) (at + C/(i.) at(i.» ~/(i.) , (36) 
1'1=0 

... 
XS,T = L dr(i.) (at + Cr(i.) a:(i,,» P~{i.) . (37) 

1'1=0 

By virtue of the corollary of lemma 4, it follows that a;,. > al(i,,) and ai. > ar(;,.), and by virtue 

of the monotonicity stated in lemma 4, ~/(i,,) > P/(i,,+I) and ~T(i,,) > Pr(i .. I) whenever ai" > ai .. 1· 

Hence we obtain 

Lemma 12. 

If ai" > CXj.+1 then 

dl(inl ) (aL + C1(;"+I) at(;"+I» ~/(iO+I) = o[ d l (;,.) (at + CI(;") at(;,.» P/(i.)] , 

dr(;"+I) (aL + er(;"+I) a:(io• I » P~(iO.I) = o( drOo) (at + Cr(i.) a:(i.» P~(i.) ] 
as s +r -; -and,;;:: 1. 

Thus successive terms in (36) and (37) are a refinement whenever CXj. > a;".I' 

Further, we have the following set of O-formulas. 



Lemma 13. 

Forallm = 1, 2, ... 

ass+r-+ooandr~1. 

Proof. 
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Let 0 ::;; u ::;; s and 1 ::;; v ::;; r and u + v = N + I, then 

... 00 

L I d,(i.> I (at + c'(i,,) af(i.» Jll(i,,) ::;; at" Jli(i:) L I d'(i,,) I (at + CI(i,,) af(i.» Jli(i,,) 
lI=m 

00 

where M = max L I dt(i.) I (at + Cl(i,,) af(i,,» Jll(i,,). 
u+v=N+l n=m 
u2:0, v2:1 

The proof of the second O-fonnula is identical. 

Since no = aio > ail' the O-fonnulas for m = 1 improve (34) and (35). as 

Xs•r = dl(io) (a10 + Cl(io) af(io» Jlf(io) + o[ dl(i l ) (ail + Cl(i l ) ai(i1» JlI(i 1)] 

as s + r -+ 00 and r ~ 1, and similarly, 

xs,r = d,(io> (afo + Cr(io) a:(io» Jl~(io) + o[ dr (i 1) (atl + Cr(i!) a:(i1» Jl~(iaJ 

o 

as s + r -+ 00 and r ~ 1. Accordingly. if ail > a;2' then the O-formulas for m = 2 improve the 

ones for m = I, and so on. If on the other hand some a; .. ·s are identical, ai" > ai,,+! = ... = 
ai,,«<_1 > ai,,«< say. then the O-formulas for m = n +k improve the ones for m = n + 1. 



6. Conclusions 

In the previous sections we proved that for all s ;;:: 0, r ;;:: 1 and s + r > N the numbers Xs,r 

and xs•n as defined by (24) and (26), converge absolutely and for all s ;;:: N the numbers Xs•o, as 

defined by (28), converge absolutely. Further, the solutions Xs•r and xs•r are not trivial and their 

total absolute weight is finite. It follows from their construction that they satisfy all the equili

brium equations for s + r > N. We argued in subsection 2.4 that these solutions can be extended 

to the complete first quadrant of the (s, r) plane such that the remaining equations are also 

satisfied. By a result of Foster ([5], Theorem 1). this proves that the asymmetric shortest queue 

system is ergodic. Since the equilibrium distribution of an ergodic system is unique, the solu

tions Xs•r and xs•r can be normalized to produce the equilibrium distribution. Let us summarize 

the 

Main result. 

Let N denote the smallest index, such that aN+-l < 1, then/or all s ;;:: O. r;;:: 1 and s + r > N, 

Qs.r = C-1 Xs•r = C-t L di (a~(i) + Ci aD ~i , 
ieL 

- c-1 - c-1 '" d ( s S) f.l.r qs.r - Xs,r - LI i ap (;) + Ci ai I-'i, 
ieR 

where C is a normalizing constant. 

Remark. 

In general the index N will be quit small. or even zero. In the special case that 11 = 12 = 1. it fol

lows from the results in [1] that N = O. Only for very unbalanced systems. that is, as 11 ~ 0 or 

11 ~ 2, then the index N becomes (somewhat) larger. But there, the shortest queue discipline is 

not reasonable any more. In table 1 below we computed the index N for fixed q = ih and 

increasing values of p and 11. 
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P 11 N 

0.1 0.2 1 

0.5 1 

0.8 0 

0.5 0.2 1 

0.5 1 

0.8 0 1 

0.9 0.2 1 

0.5 0 

0.8 0 

Table J 
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